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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE THEORY OF POWER AND EXCHANGE
POWERRESOURCESAPPROACHVS. ACTIONAND CONFLICT:ON CAUSALAND INTENTIONAL
EXPLANATIONS
IN THE STUDYOF POWER
WALTERKORPI

SwedishInstituteforSocialResearch
Universityof Stockholm

One of the most controversialconcepts in the
social sciences is power. Among social scientistswe
find diametrically opposed views-explicit or
implicit-on its relevance,nature,and distribution.
While many economists as well as other social scientists exclude differencesin power from their areas
of study, throughoutthe centuriesothershavemade
power the fulcrum for the understandingof their
societies. Antitheticalviews on the natureof power
underlie the "consensus"and "conflict"models of
society, which compete in severaldisciplines.A fundamentalissue in the socialsciencestodayis to what
extent the free-enterpriseor capitalistdemocracies
are to be understoodas systemsof powersin balance
or as hierarchiesof power. The controversyover the
role of power is perhaps most clearly evident in
relation to the classicalquestions about the causes
of inequalitiesin the distributionof man's worldly
goods. The predicamentof social scientists-that
they are themselvesactorsin the systemswhich they
attempt to explainand thus likelyto become victims
of differenttypes of biasesin their work-finds one
of its clearestexpressionsin the debate on power.
In spite of its highlycontroversialsubjectmatter,
the power debate has been rathermuted in recent
years. The many contradictoryviews have reached
a ratheruneasyco-existence, largelybasedon ignorance of or contempt for the standpointsof others.
The greatcontroversyin the 1950sand 1960sbetween
"pluralists"and "elitists"on the conceptualization
of and methods for the study of power petered out
without having been resolved in any clearcutway.
Althoughoften prefatoryand incompletein its formulations, the pluralist-elitistdebate raised issues
which remaincentralfor the understanding
of power.
These issues have been sharpenedby later "neoelitist" and "three-dimensional"critics of the pluralistpositions.
In my view a cruciallimitationin the approaches
of the pluralistsas well as of their neo-elitist and
three-dimensionalcriticsis the focus on the exercise
of power. The effortto focus on observablebehavior
reflects a strong reliance on the causal mode of
explanationin the analysisof power. In this area,
however, causal analysismust be supplementedby
the mode of analysisunique to the social sciences,
intentional explanation, in which the desires and
beliefs of actors are taken into account and action
is seen as rationaland directed to bringabout some
goal.
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By now the writings on power constitute a vast
and highly heterogeneous literature characterized by
considerable conceptual confusion. The purpose of
this essay is to attempt to clarify some of the conceptual issues in this area and to indicate how the
controversies between the pluralists and their later
critics can be analyzed and understood in terms of
an alternative approach to the study of power, one
which takes its starting-point in power resources,
or the bases of power, rather than in the exercise of
power. Such a power resource perspective invites
us to supplement the prevailing causal approach to
the study of power with an explicitly intentional
mode of explanation. In combination with the intentional mode of explanation, the power resource
approach clarifies some of the complex relationships
between power and conflict. It facilitates the analysis
of the role of power in the context of exchange, an
area from which power as well as differences in
power often are excluded. This approach also sheds
light on the role of social structure in transmitting
the consequences of power. It provides a conceptual
basis for the rational explanation of the indirect and
disguised consequences of power, which the critics
of the pluralist approach have drawn attention to
but which they have been less successful in clarifying.

THE BEHAVIORALTRADITION AND ITS CRITICS

Although the pluralist or behavioral1 tradition
includes quite different voices, the leitmotif in this
body of thought has been the programatic claim that
the essence of power and its consequences are revealed
and can be studied primarily in situations where
power is actually exercised. "Pluralists concentrate
on the power exercise itself' (Polsby 1980:119). In
this approach power tends to be conceived of in
terms of behavior more or less closely associated
with manifest conflict, sometimes with the added
restriction that the exercise of power involves only
punishments (negative sanctions). This tradition has
one of its intellectual roots in the well-known and
often misinterpreted definition, erroneously ascribed
to Weber (1947:152), that power is "the probability
that one actor within a social relationship will be in
a position to carry out his own will despite resistance."2 With its implication of action and conflict,
Dahl's (1957:2U2) "intuitive notion" that "A has
power over B to the extent that he can get B to do
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somethingthat B would not otherwisedo" has been
central to the behavioraltradition.3
Writers in the behavioraltraditionhave argued
that the empiricalstudy of power must focus on the
analysisof concrete decision-makinginvolvingkey
issues ratherthan routine decisions(e.g. Dahl 1958;
Merelman1968;Rose 1967:52-3).They have tended
to claim that power is revealedprimarilyin conflicts
related to the making of such decisions (e.g. Dahl
1958:466; Merelman 1968:457). A central tenet of
the behavioristshas been that the identificationof
who prevails in decision-making"seems the best
way to determinewhich individualsandgroupshave
'more' power in social life, because direct conflict
between actors presents a situation most closely
approximatingan experimentaltest of their capacities to affect outcomes"(Polsby 1980:4).However,
some of them have recognizedthat power can also
be exercisedin situationswithout overt conflict(e.g.
Wolfinger 1971:1102;Polsby 1980:192-3, 217).
In its programbut not alwaysin its practice,the
behavioralapproach thus limited itself to a traditional causalmode of explanation,where the exercise of power via participationin decision-making
constituted the observableexplanans.The association of power with manifest conflict presented
unambiguousevidence for the counterfactualargument of conflicting interests and made it possible
for the behavioriststo lean back on the old dictum
that each man is the best judge of his own interests.
The phenomenathat were subjectedto study in the
behavioralapproachwere unquestionablymanifestationsof power.However,as C.J.Friedrich
(1963:203)
has noted, it is often the case that "power hides."
The troubling question which its critics came to
raise was if these phenomena in fact included the
majorconsequencesof power or if they perhapsonly
constituted the visiblepart of the icebergof power.
The behavioralapproachthus came under attack
for concentratingitself on observableparticipation
in decision-making.The critics-labelled elitist or
neo-elitists by defenders of the behavioraltradition-wanted to extend the focusof studyto include
activitieswhich preceed actualdecision-making.As
is well-known they introducedthe concepts "nonissues"and "non-decision-making"to refer to such
processes neglected in the behavioral tradition.
However, these critics remainedclose to the behavioral traditionin conceptualizingpower as behavior
tied to manifestconflict (Bachrachand Baratz1962,
1963, 1970; cf also Frey 1971).4 The neo-elitist
approachthus largelyremainedlimitedto the causal
mode of explanation,while extending the explanans-the exercise of power-to include also less
easily observablebehavior.
In a significantcontributionto the studyof power,
Lukes(1974) criticizedboth the behavioraland neoelitist conceptualizations,labellingthe formeras an
"one-dimensional"and the latter as a "two-dimensional" view of power. In his own "three-dimensional" perspective on power, Lukes went beyond

the two-dimensional view primarilyby explicitly
assumingthat power need not be connected with
manifestconflicts. Insteadhe associatedpower with
the presence of conflicts of interest, i.e. latent conflicts, which he definedas "a contradictionbetween
the interests of those exercisingpower and the real
interestsof those they exclude" (Lukes 1974:24-5).5
Also Lukes, however, remainedconfined to the
view that power must be studied in and throughits
exercise. In fact, Lukes(1974:27) recognizedthat all
these "three views ... can be seen as alternative
interpretationsand applicationsof one and the same
underlyingconcept of power, accordingto which A
exercises
poweroverB whenA affectsB in a manner
contrary to B's interests" (italics mine). Like the
"two-dimensional"critics of the pluralistposition,
Lukesalso largelyretainedthe causalmode of explanation and attemptedto extend the definitionof the
explanations-the exercise of power. Thus he elaborated on the concept "non-decisions"and "nonissues"by includingin the exerciseof power inaction
as well as action, and unconscious as well as conscious exercises of power (Lukes 1974:39-42 and
50-5). In the resultingcross-classificationbased on
the degree of actionand the degreeof consciousness
we can thus potentially discern ways of exercising
power which involve unconsciousaction as well as
unconscious inaction, concepts which are unlikely
to appearinvitingto empiricallyinclined social scientists.
While the "two- and three-dimensional"critics
of the behavioralschool have succeeded in drawing
attention to the seriouslimitationsin this approach,
they have thus been less successfulin conceptually
clarifyingthe issues involved and in developing a
theoretical base for alternativesto the approach
which they have attacked. The above discussion
indicates that it is necessary to escape from the
confines of the behavioralapproachthrough other
routes than by extendingthe definitionof the explanations-the exercise of power-into obscurity.
Instead we must supplement the causal mode of
explanationin the study of power with intentional
explanation,where we explicitlytry to take account
of the capacityof humanbeings for strategicaction
in the pursuit of goals. Accordingto Elster (1983,
chap.3), an actionby an individualis explainedintentionallywhen we can specify the future state it was
intendedto bringabout.An intentionalactorchooses
to act in ways which he believes will be means to
his goal. What he regardsas meanstowardsthe goal
will, in turn, depend on his beliefs about the factual
environmentand its interrelations.Thus intentional
explanation comes to involve "a triadic relation
between action, desire and belief" (Elster 1983:70).
The emergence of desires and beliefs can, in turn,
be explainedcausally.
Intentionalaction is related to the future. The
intentionalactoris seen as makingconsciouschoices,
as attemptingto take account of his environmentin
pursuinghis goal, and as being capableof strategic
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behavior,also indirectstrategiessuch as "takingone
step back" in order to be able to take "two steps
forward"at a later point in time. His environment
includes other actors who can also be assumed to
be intentionaland rational.The intentionalmode of
explanationthus leads to an analysisof interdependent choices, an approachwhich is presently best
formalizedin game theory, where the decision of
each is seen as dependent on the decisionsof all.
The intentionalmode of explanationof interdependent choices involvesas key elements an actors'
expectations about the actions of other actors as
well as his expectationsof the expectationsof other
actors. Each actor must try to forsee the decisions
of other actors, knowing that they are trying to
forsee his decision. In such situationsof interdependence, the capacitiesfor action as well as the expectations of actors can be assumedto depend on and
to reflect their relativepower resources.In the perspective the makingof interdependentchoices, the
distributionof power resourcesamongactorsis thus
brought into the focus of interest. The intentional
mode of explanationthereforesuggeststhatwe should
reversethe behavioralapproachand beginthe study
of power with power resources rather than with the

exercise of power.6 By starting the analysis with
power resources and their characteristics,we can
facilitate the understanding of the rational motives

for the differinguses and consequencesof power.
The power resource approachoutlined below provides a conceptualframeworkfor the understanding
of the relationshipsof power to conflict, exchange,
and inequality.It enables us to incorporatein the
same theoreticalframeworknot only the exerciseof
power but also its more indirect and hidden consequences,"the other face" of power, and allows us
to see familiarphenomenain a somewhat different
light. To providea backgroundfor the discussionof
the implicationswhich the view of power as a dispositional concept has in an intentional mode of
analysis,we will now turn to a discussion of the
diverse characteristics of different types of power

resources.

POWER RESOURCESAND THEIR CONSEQUENCES

As indicatedabove, studentsof power have often
made the distinction between power as a dispositional concept; i.e., as an ability or capacity, and
power in use or the exercise of power (e.g. Blalock
1967:110; Gamson 1968: chap. 5; cf. also Rogers
1974, Wrong 1978: chap. 1 and Benton, 1981). The
view that power is primarilya capacityor an ability
has old traditions.Thus more than three centuries
ago Thomas Hobbes (1651, 1962:72) defined the
power of a man as "his present means to obtain
some future apparentgood." A centurylater, Adam
Smithfollowed Hobbesin treatingpower as a capacity (Smith 1776, 1970:134). In the first quarterof
the 19th centuryJamesMill (1816, 1939:864-865)
also definedpower as a capacity:"Poweris a means
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to an end .... Power, in its most appropriate signification, therefore, means security for the conformity between the will of one man and the acts of
other men .... There are two classes of (securities)
by which the conformity between the will of one
man and the acts of other men may be accomplished.
The one is pleasure, the other pain."
To delimit the concept of power so that it does
not become equated with all types of social causation, we will here define power resources as the
attributes (capacities or means) of actors (individuals
or collectivities), which enable them to reward or
to punish other actors.7 Since power is a relational
concept, the attributes of actors become power
resources only among two or more interdependent
actors, who have at least some interests in the attributes of the other actor.8 From the power resource
perspective, power is not a zero-sum concept. Power
in use, or the exercise of power, can be defined in
terms of the activation of power resources in relation
to other actors. As will be discussed below, however,
power resources can have important consequences
even without being activated.
Power resources differ in terms of a multiplicity
of dimensions. An aspect often considered significant
in this context is the domain of a power resource,
i.e. the number of actors who are receptive to rewards
or punishments via this resource. Another is its
scope; i.e., the range of activities of other actors that
can be rewarded or punished via the resource. As
noted above, power resources can also be classified
according to whether they reward or punish other
actors, that is, if the resource is an inducement or a
pressure resource.9
The costs involved in using a power resource are
crucial characteristics of power resources. Costs can
be defined in terms of opportunity costs (Harsanvi
1962; Baldwin 1971b) and can result from two different sources: mobilization and application. Mobilization costs concern the relative ease with which
a resource can be mobilized or made ready for use.'?
Thus, for instance, partly because of the "free rider"
problem, resources which require coordination or
collective action by a large number of actors to
become ready for use tend to be more costly to
mobilize than resources which can be put into use
by a single actor or a small group of actors. Application costs derive from the actual use of a power
resource. Application costs partly depend on whether
it is possible for an actor to use promises or threats
to attempt to affect others and if these commitments
have to be redeemed.
Application costs depend to a significant extent
on the orientations or attitudes held by those affected
by the use of a power resource towards the actor
using the resource. Etzioni (1961:4-6) has suggested
a classification of power resources from this latter
point of view." Coercive power resources which
involve physical sanctions generate alienation among
persons subject to them; i.e., a strongly negative
attitude towards the actors using these resources.
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Renumerative power resources involving control over
material rewards tend to create a calculative orientation; i.e., a mildly negative or positive attitude.
Normative power resources, which involve the allocation or manipulation of symbolic rewards and
deprivations, generate positive orientations among
those subject to them. The costs involved in the
application of power resources (e.g. in terms of the
need to monitor activities of those subject to power)
tend to be highest for coercive and lowest for normative power resources.
Some types of power resources can be described
as basic in the sense that they in themselves provide
the capacity to reward or to punish other actors.
Through processes of conversion, from basic power
resources actors can derive other power resources,
which, however, ultimately depend on the basic
power resources for their effectiveness. The distinction between basic and derived power resources is
not easy to draw but appears fruitful. Thus, for
instance, normative power resources can be assumed
to be ultimately based on resources which provide
the capability to apply coercive or renumerative
sanctions.
Tentatively some additional aspects of power
resources can be briefly suggested. Scarcity refers to
the extent to which a resource is available. Centrality
reflects the extent to which a resource is necessary
for the daily life of other actors. Concentration
potential indicates the extent to which a resource
can be concentrated to one or a few actors. Storage
potential refers to the extent to which a resource
can be preserved over time. Liquidity refers to the
degree to which a resource is ready to be used.
Although power resources refer to particular relations between actors in specific situations, some
types of power resources will be much more significant than others. This is because they apply to
relations and situations of many different kinds, or
to a kind that is very common. For the following
discussion we should note that in western societies,
such major types of basic power resources include
means of violence, property, and labor power.
In terms of the aforementioned dimensions, means
of violence have a large domain, wide scope, high
concentration potential as well as a relatively high
convertibility. Although the legitimate use of violence is typically reserved for the state, resources
for violence are not scarce. Their essential drawback
is the high costs associated with their use.
Economists often use the concept of property to
refer to a very heterogenous array of power resources
The
including physical capital and "human capital."
differences in the characteristics of the different
types of power resources subsumed under the concept of property provide starting points for an
understanding of the nature of capitalist democracy.
means
Physical capital in the form of control over the
of production is a very significant power resource
with a large domain and a wide scope. It has high
centrality, since it involves control over peoples'

livelihood. Furthermore, it has a high concentration
potential and involves relatively low application costs.
Money is also a significant power resource with a
large domain, high concentration potential as well
as high convertibility, liquidity, scarcity and storage
potential.12 It has been necessary to restrict its wide
scope; e.g., through laws against bribery.
"Human capital" (e.g. labor power, occupational
skills and education) clearly includes important power
resources. In contrast to money and physical capital,
however, human capital generally has a much smaller
domain as well as a more narrow scope. It cannot
be concentrated to a very high degree, is often
difficult to preserve over time and is generally not a
scarce resource. Furthermore, it has a relatively low
convertibility and its mobilization involves relatively
high costs. Of particular significance in this context
is the fact that human capital cannot be divested
from its owner. It can thus not be sold, only rented.
The relative strength of the power resources of
different actors can be tested in contests or manifest
conflicts. In real life as well as in the social sciences,
however, it is often difficult to evaluate the relative
power positions of two contending actors in advance,
since their power resources can differ not only quantitatively but also qualitatively. The contending parties may also attempt to present more or less distorted pictures of their resources. Benton (1981:177)
hints that if actors "A and B are assumed to utilize
their capabilities and resources in whatever conflicts
develop between them, then the outcome is predictable and unvarying." Hindess (1982) is right in
arguing against such a deterministic view and in
underlining the importance of indeterminacy introduced by the arenas of struggle and the course of
struggle itself. Thus the patterns of coalition formation that may develop in the course of such
struggles are important for the outcome but difficult
to predict. In real life situations a varying degree of
uncertainty will therefore often surround the actors'
estimation of the distribution of power resources as
well as of likely outcomes of power contests. The
relationship between the distribution of power
resources and the outcome of conflicts must therefore be seen as a probabilistic one, where the degree
of indeterminacy will covary negatively with the
degree of difference in power resources between
actors.
Traditional causal analysis leads us to focus on
those consequences which result when power
resources are activated or exercised. The intentional
mode of explanation, however, sensitizes us additionally to other, more indirect but important consequences of power resources, consequences which
reflect the diverse characteristics of power resources
discussed above. We assume here that in the making
of interdependent choices rational actors are likely
to allow their own expectations, their expectations
of the expectations and actions of others, as well as
their evaluations of the different means available to
themselves and to actors to be affected by their
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perceptions of the distributionof power resources
among actors. Intentionalactors are also likely to
develop longterm strategiesand indirect strategies,
designedto increasethe effectivenessof their power
resources.Intentionalanalysisof actorswho control
power resources can thus help to clarify the relationship of power to conflict and to exchange.
POWER AND CONFLICT

If manifestconflictoften hasbeen viewed as more
or less closely associatedwith power, exchange,on
the contrary, has frequentlybeen regardedas the
antithesis to power (e.g. Simon 1953; Homans
1961:77-8; Blau 1964:116-117;Eckstein1973:1161;
Barry 1975:92; Martin 1977:42). Interactionbased
on exchangeis thus seen as voluntary,balancedand
symmetricalwhereas interactioninvolvingpower is
seen as enforced, imbalanced and asymmetrical.
However, Baldwin(1978) and Hemes (1975) have
arguedthat there are importantadvantagesin treating power as a kind of exchange.
These positionsreflectconceptualunclaritiesand
contributeto an underestimation
of the role of power
in social affairs. Power is involved in exchange as
well as in conflict, but it is a concept on a different
level thanthe latterones. The use of powerresources
by actor A may generatea responseby actor B, who
also engages power resources.The resultinginteraction can be described according to whether it
involves rewardsand/or pressureresourcesaccording to the followingfour-foldtable:

extent to which rationalactors will allow conflicts
of interest between them to generatemanifestconflicts, i.e. interaction where both parties activate
pressureresources.The differencein power resources
affects the evaluationof the means availableto the
actorsas well as their expectationsaboutthe actions
of the other party,and a rationalactor will take this
differenceinto considerationbefore he activateshis
pressureresources(Korpi 1974).14
The probabilitythatan actorwill activatepressure
resourcescan be seen as a multiplicativefunctionof
his expectancy of success and of his motivationfor
(or the subjectiveutility of) reachingthe goal. Both
these factorsarelikelyto be affectedby the perceived
differencein power resourcesbetween actors. The
probabilityof success which an actor estimatesthat
the use of pressureresourceswill have, can thus be
expected to decline with an increasingdisadvantage
in power resourcesbetween the actor andhis adversary. The perceived difference in power resources
will, however,affectalsothe motivationof the weaker
actor for reachingthe goal. This effect is produced
along two differentroutes. Firstly,the costs associated with reaching the goal will depend on the
differencein power resources.The greateran actor's
disadvantagein power resources,the greateris the
probabilitythat the adversarywill oppose his action,
something which increases his estimated costs for
reaching the goal and decreaseshis "net" reward.
Secondly, at least in the long run, the distribution
of power resourceswill affect the level of aspiration
of an actor and thereby also the degree of relative
Type of power used by B
Reward
Pressure

Type of power
resource used
by A

Interactionwhere both parties activate pressure
resources constitutes manifest conflict, whereas
interactioninvolvingthe mutualuse of rewardstraditionallyis called exchange. Interactionwhere one
partyactivatespressureresourcesbut the other party
reward resources can be described as a type of
exploitation.13Conflict, exchange and exploitation
are thus differenttypes of interactioninvolvingthe
use of power resources.
Because of its tendency to associatepower with
conflict, the behavioralapproachmakes it difficult
to analyze the role of power in exchange and in
other contexts where conflictis not manifest.While
the two- and three-dimensionalcriticsof the behavioral tradition have asserted that this leads to an
underestimationof the role of power in social life,
they have not provided a satisfactorytheoretical
accountof why this is the case.The intentionalmode
of explanation indicates that this underestimation
arisesbecausein the makingof interdependent
choices,
the distributionof power resources influencesthe

Reward

Exchange

Exploitation

Pressure

Exploitation

Conflict

deprivation he experiences in relation to another
actor. Thus the greater the difference in power
resourcesbetween two actors, the lower is also the
motivationof the weaker actor to exercise pressure
resourcesin relationto the strongerone.
The intentional mode of explanationthus indicates that where the differencein power resources
between two interdependent actors is great, the
weakeractoris unlikelyto exercisepressureresources.
The strongeractor,however,is likelyto use pressure
resources, if necessary,to reach his goal. But since
manifestconflict requiresthat both actors use pressure resources, between actors with great power
disparitiesconflictsof interestare relativelyunlikely
to turn into overt conflicts. In such situations,the
weaker actor may not reveal his preferences and
variousformsof "non-decision-making"
and exploitation are likely to occur. Where the differencein
power resources between two actors is relatively
small, however, the probabilityof success and the
motivation of the weaker party are higher, some-
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thing which increasesthe probabilityof overt conflicts. The power resource approachthus indicates
thatsincethe probability
of manifestconflictsdecreases
with increasingdifferencesin powerresourcesbetween
actors, to focus the study of power on situations
involving manifest conflicts considerablyincreases
the likelihood of discovering "pluralist" power
structures.15The face validitywhich the behavioral

approach acquires through its tendency to associate
power with conflict therefore exacts the price of
potential bias in results.
POWER,

EXCHANGE, AND INEQUALITY

While the debate between the pluralists and their
two- and three-dimensional critics totally has bypassed
the role of power in exchange, the power resource
approach invites to an analysis of this area, which
remains one of the most confounded in power theory. Since exchange forms the very base of economic
life in the free-market or capitalist democracies, it
is a crucial area for the understanding of the role of
power in and thus the nature of these societies.
The opposition of power to exchange is generally
based on the unwarranted exclusion of inducement
resources from the definition of power. Exchange
situations involving the mutual use of inducement
resources can be regarded as cases of "positive sum"
conflicts. The parties have a common interest in
reaching an agreement; i.e., they can both derive
what we heuristicallycan call utility from the exchange
relationship, but they have opposed interests in setting the terms for the exchange.
Among the social sciences, economics is the discipline which has specialized in the analysisof exchange
relationships. The basic theoretical tool for the analysis of exchange in the presently dominant neoclassical school of economics is the model of perfect
competition. One of the crucial assumptions in this
model is that all actors on the market are price
takers; i.e., each actor is so small in relation to the
market that it cannot affect market prices. Thus, in
effect, significant differences in power resources
between actors are defined out of the model of
perfect competition. Although the theories of
monopoly, oligopoly and monopsony provide models for analyzing exchange relationships where the
power resources of the parties are unequal, it would
appear that the views of neo-classical economists on
the functioning of markets in western societies are
often premised on the model of perfect competition
(Morgenstern 1972).16 This tendency contributes to
the assumption especially widespread among neoclassical economists that capitalist democracies are
based on a balance of powers.
For example, Milton Friedman takes the primitive
market as the fulcrum for his analysis of the functioning of markets in western societies which he
contrasts with the functioning of politics. In the
simplest form a society consists of independent
households, where each household retains the alter-

native of producing for itself rather than entering
into exchange with other households. "Since the
household always has the alternativeof producing
directlyfor itself,it need not enterinto anyexchange
unless it benefits from it. Here, no exchange will
take place unless both parties do benefit from it.
Cooperationis thereby achievedwithout coercion.
... As in that simple model, so in the complex
enterpriseand money-exchangeeconomy, co-operation is strictly individualand voluntaryprovided:
(a)
that enterprises are private, so that the ultimate
contractingpartiesare individualsand (b) that individualsare effectivelyfree to enter or not to enter
into any particularexchange relationship,so that
every transaction is strictly voluntary"(Friedman
1962:13-14). Althoughhis argumentsare partlycircular, Friedman tacitly assumes that in Western
societies market exchangetends to be voluntaryas
well as mutually satisfyingand benefittingto both
parties.Politics,on the contrary,he sees as involving
coercion and concentrationof power.
In neo-classical economics theories of the firm
are also often premisedon the assumptionof perfect
competition and thus on the absence of differences
in power in the relationshipbetween sellers and
buyersof labor power. Thus in developingthe contractualtheory of the firm, widely accepted among
economists,Alchianand Demsetz (1972:777) write:
"The firm ... has no power of fiat, no authority,no
actionany differentin the slightestdegree
disciplinary
from ordinarymarketcontractingbetween any two
people ... What then is the content of the presumed power to manageand assignworkersto various tasks?Exactlythe same as one little consumer's
power to manage and assign his grocer to various
tasks. The single consumercan assignhis grocer to
the task of obtaining whatever the customer can
induce the grocer to provide at a price acceptable
to both parties.Thatis preciselyall that an employer
can do to an employee. To speak of managing,
directing, or assigningworkers to varioustasks is a
deceptive way of noting that the employer continually is involved in renegotiationof contracts on
terms that must be acceptableto both parties."
The power resourceapproachindicatesthat the
widespread views among neo-classical economists
that exchangeon marketsandin firmsin the western
nations is voluntary, equal, and equitable is valid
only in special cases. Standardsociological theory
indicates that in analyzingexchange between two
actors, A and B, we can compare the outcome or
utility which an actor receives from this exchange
with the utility he can receive in his best alternative
exchangerelationshipandwith his level of aspiration
with respect to utility. Actor A will not continuean
exchange with actor B unless A's utility in this
exchangerelationshipis equalto or greaterthan the
utility he can receive in his next best exchange
alternative.The differencebetween A's utility here
and the utility which he can receive in his next best
exchangeoption indicateshis degree of dependence
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on this particularexchangerelationship,or B's power
over A in this relationship.The extent to which an
actor is satisfiedor dissatisfieddepends on the differencebetween his level of aspirationandthe utility
which he receives. Because of the lack of better
alternatives,an actor can thus be obligedto continue
an exchangewhich he finds dissatisfying.
A situationof perfect competition,by definition,
implies that both actors will have many and about
equallygood exchangealternatives.In perfect competition the dependenceof both actors on a particular exchange relationshipis thereforesmalland of
about the same size. Here exchangecan be assumed
to be voluntaryand of about equal benefit to both
partiesand to revealthe preferencesof the actors.
But in exchangesituationswhere the partieshave
different power resources,the exchange process is
likelyto work out quite differently.Here it is important to view exchangeas a processover time involving bargaining.In a situationwhere actor A is much
less dependenton this particularexchangerelationship than actor B, actor A is likely to initiate a
bargainingprocess by which he can decrease the
utility of actor B until both became equallydependent on their mutualexchangerelationship.Because
of his lack of better exchange options actor B will
continue the exchange despite the fact that he is
likely to be dissatisfiedwith the decreasingreturns.17
It is not meaningfulto describeactor B's deliberate
choice between the lesser of two evils as voluntary.
Unlike the standardmode of neo-classicaleconomic
analysis,the power resourceapproachthus leads to
the hypothesisof "the Mattheweffect"in exchange:
to him that hath, shall be given.
The crucialquestion raisedby the foregoingdiscussion is whether it is fruitfulto assumethat markets in western societiestend to be characterizedby
perfect competition in the sense that actors cannot
affect their terms of exchange.Of centralrelevance
in this context is the labor market. The classical
writershad a much less idyllicview on these matters
than their neo-classicalfollowers. Thus when discussing the setting of wages, Adam Smith (1776,
1970:169)observed:"The workmendesireto get as
much, the masters to give as little as possible.The
former are disposed to combine in order to raise,
the latter in order to lower the wages of labour.It
is not, however,difficultto foreseewhich of the two
parties must, upon all ordinarvoccasions,have the
advantagein the dispute, and force the other into a
compliancewith their terms. ... In all such disputes,
the masterscan hold out much longer."
The institutionalstructuresof western societies
haveof coursechangedmuch since the daysof Adam
Smith. But is the power relationshipbetween the
employerandthe employeeequivalentto thatbetween
the customerand his grocer,somethingwhich many
neo-classicaleconomists as well as others maintain?
A significantfact which speaksagainstthis interpretation is that in the western societies, labor law
a disadvantage
in power
expressesand institutionalizes
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resourcesof the employeesby recognizingand supporting, through state power, the basic managerial
prerogativesof hiringand firingand the employers'
right to issue orders to employees duringworking
time as well as the employees' duty to obey these
orders.Thus in the situationwhere laborand capital
aremost directlyconfrontedin the capitalistdemocracies-the place of work-labor is clearlyaccorded
a subordinaterole. No similaror parallellegalrights
support the customer'srelationshipto the grocer.
When it comes to views and assumptionsconcerning the power relationshipbetween employers
and employeesin the westernnations,what is a selfevidentaxiom for one socialscientistcan be a valuedistortedmisrepresentationfor another.A focus on
the natureof the power resourcesavailableto business interests and to wage earners can provide a
basis for an evaluationof the potential fruitfulness
of the differingassumptions.In view of the differences between the characteristicsof capital and
"humancapital"as power resources,it would appear
to be a fruitfulhypothesisthat in capitalistdemocracies, business interests and employers generally
have greaterpower resourcesthan employees.Differencesin the initialdistributionof powerresources
can alsobe assumedto affectthe degreeof inequality
generatedthrough exchange.18
INDIRECT STRATEGIESAND POWER RESOURCE
INVESTMENTS

When power resourcesare mobilizedand exercised, some partof them areconsumedin the process
and the use of power resources always involves

opportunity costs. The continuous ad hoc engage-

ment of resources in repeated controversies related
to decision-making also involves high costs for the
maintenance of liquidity of resources. Furthermore,
the application of pressure resources can increase
uncertainty and the potential for uncontrollable
change. The power resources approach thus indicates that prudent managers of power resources have
strong incentives to avoid the exercise of power,
which constitutes the verv explanans in the causal
analysis of power and which has been in the focus
of attention in the behavioral tradition of power
studies. There are especially high premiums attached
to avoiding uses of power resources, which are likely
to elicit controversies, the most favored object of
behavioral power studies. In this context intentional
analysis of the relative advantages of the courses of
action available to rational managers of power
resources opens up ways for the understanding of
phenomena related to indirect consequences of power
and to "the other face" of power. In the following
we will focus on the ways in which rational managers
of power resources are likely to attempt to decrease
their costs by trying to find strategies for the generalized and routine handling of decision-making and
potential controversies.
The indirect strategies for an economical man-
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agementof power resourcesinvolveprocesseswhich
we can refer to as investmentsof power resources;
i.e., present sacrifices through the conversion of
resourcesin wayswhich can increasefuturebenefits.
At least four major forms of such investment processes can be discerned: development of channels
for the mobilizationof power resources,creationof
institutions for decision-makingand conflict regulation, conversion of power resources from more
costly to less costly types, and the fosteringof anticipated reactions. An analysis of such investment
processes can thus give rationalexplanationsof the
"hidden" consequences of power, parts of which
the criticsof the behavioralapproachhaveattempted
to include in the explanans of causal explanation
undersuch headingsas "non-issues,""non-decisionmaking,"and "inactiveor unconsciousexercises of
power. "

MOBILIZATION CHANNELS

Investments intended to develop routines and
institutions to facilitate the mobilizationof power
resourcescan decreasethe costs of mobilizationand
augment the effectiveness of power resources by
increasingtheir liquidity.The creationof organizations-in Schattschneider's(1960) term "the mobilizationof bias"-is perhapsthe single most important type of investmentof this type. The capacityto
act collectivelytends to increasethe effectivenessof
most power resources.The growth of "juristicpersons" and corporateactorsthroughoutthe past centuries (cf. Coleman 1974: chap. 1) can be seen as a
reflection of this fact. However, organizationsplay
especiallyimportantroles in facilitatingthe mobilization of power resources which require collective
action to be of majorimportance,such as the mobilization of "human capital"through union organizations and of numbersthroughpoliticalparties.
INSTITUTIONALIZATION

OF POWER

Throughprocessesof investment,power resources
can be used to structure the conditions and the
situationsin which action and decision-makingtake
place as well as to create institutionalstructuresfor
decision-makingand conflict resolution.19By determining the context and conditions as well as the
methods, principles, and structuresfor decisionmaking, power resources can have major consequenceswithout beingdirectlyor continuouslyexercised in decision-making.Differingviews on the role
of power are found in the prevailing theoretical
approachesto the existence,originandrole of societal institutionssuch as the state, politicaldemocracy,
collective bargaining,and the welfarestate.
The presently most influentialtype of model in
the social sciences, the celebratedgeneral equilibrium models of the Arrow-Debreuvariety in neoclassicaleconomics, define out the very existence of
societalinstitutionssuch as the state. The only insti-

tution we findin the world recreatedin these models
is the perfect or competitivemarket,but there is no
The absence
state,no money,no interestorganizations.
of societal institutions in the general equilibrium
models of the economy is the ultimateconsequence
of the model's disregardfor differences in power
resourcesbetween actors.
In sociologyandpoliticalscience,the functionalist
perspectiveon societal institutionsis presentlyrepresented in two differentversions.Thus the structural functionaliststend to regardinstitutionssuch
as the state as originatingin the needs of the whole
societyand as servingthe interestsof differentgroups
in relatively unbiased ways (e.g. Kerr et al. 1973;
Parsons1966). Those who havemade a structuralist
or functionalistinterpretationof Marxtend to view
the state as originatingin and as serving the needs
of the economicallydominantclass-in the capitalist societies, the bourgeoisie (e.g. Althusser 1971;
Poulanzas1978). Accordingto Elster(1982:460) in
"Marxistsocial science proper, we find that functionalismis rampant."20
The power resourceapproach,however, leads us
to view societal institutionslargely as the residues
of previousactivationsof power resources,often in
the context of manifestconflictswhich for the time
being have been settled through various types of
compromises. By developing institutions, bureaucracies,structuresand rules for the makingof decisions and for the distributionof rewardsand punishments, the need to continuouslyactivate power
resources can be limited.21In comparisonwith an
unregulatedsituation, these various forms for the
"creationof order" can give some benefits to both
parties, at least in the short run, by decreasing
uncertaintyand the costs of mobilizingand activating power resourcesas well as the costs of keeping
resourcesliquid. However,the benefitsof ordercan
be unequallydistributed.My hypothesisis that the
distributionof power resourcesbetween the parties
is reflected and "built into" these institutions and
structuresand that the partiesmay thus haveunequal
gains from their operation. The conflictual background to such institutionsand structuresneed not
be manifest in their day-to-day operations.22The
power resourceapproachthus resolvesthe actioniststructuralistdispute in power analysisby indicting
that actors can invest power resourcesin structures
and institutions which, in the long run, affect and
constrainthe behaviorof others.
Of central importancefor our interpretationof
the consequences of the operation of institutional
structuressuch as the state now becomes the question of the distributionof power resourcesand its
stabilityin the capitalistdemocracies.In view of the
importancewhich organizationsfor collectiveaction
can play for increasingthe effectiveness of wageearners' power resources in relation to those of
businessinterests,it would thereforeappearto be a
fruitful hypothesis that the degree of the subordination of wage-earnerscan vary over time as well
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as between countries as a result of the extent to
which employeesare organizedfor collective action
in unions and in politicalpartiesbasedon the working class. Variations in the difference in power
resources between classes can be assumedto have
significantconsequences for distributiveprocesses,
levels of aspiration,and patternsof conflict as well
as for institutionalstructuresandfor the functioning
of the state and of variousstate organs.In contrast
to the pluralistperspectiveas well as to the functionalist interpretationsof Marxism,which assume
that the state in capitalistdemocraciesis more or
less a constant,andbasicallyreflectseitherthe interests of the pluralityof pressuregroups in society or
the interestsof the economicallydominantclass,the
power resource approachleads to the hypothesis
that the extent of biasin the functioningof the state
can vary considerablyas a reflection of the distribution of power resourcesin these societiesandthus
that politics can be expected to matter;e.g., for the
distributiveprocessesin society.
In this context the institutionof politicaldemocracy,createdin most countriesas a residueof serious
conflicts, is of particularsignificance.It limited the
legitimate use of the means of violence in societal
conflicts and based control over the government,in
principle, on numbers rather than on economic
resources.At the same time it formed the basis for
the graduallyincreasingtensions between markets
and politics arising from the fact that unequally
distributedpower resourceson the marketsare confronted with-at least in principle-equally distributedpower resourcesin politics.
In the recent debateon the originsof the welfare
state, some "pluralist"writershave claimedthat the
rise of the welfarestate primarilyreflectsthe needs
of the citizensgeneratedby demographicchangesas
well as the increasing resources of industrializing
societies (e.g. Wilensky 1975), whereas some neoMarxistwritershave tended to see the welfarestate
as arising from the needs of capital to stabilizeits
positions (e.g. Ginsburg1979). Both views assume
that party politics and parliamentaryconflicts have
playedinsignificantroles in this context. The power
resourceapproach,however,leads us to expect that
the welfare state in its modem version reflects the
distributionof power betweenthe contendingclasses
or collectivitiesand that its developmentis significantly affectedby the extent to which power based
on universaland equal suffragehas made inroads
into the power resourceson the markets.23
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tional structuresand beliefs concerningthe actor's
environment.Elster (1983:84-5) arguesthat in the
social sciences, causalanalysisis the propermode of
explanationof variationsin motives and beliefs. In
spite of its relianceon causalanalysisthe behavioral
tradition has confronted major problemsin recognizing the role of power in the formation of the
social consciousness of citizens, includinglevels of
aspirations,norms of fairness, values and ideologies.24Writers in this traditionhave sometimesdismissed the question of "false consciousness"as "a
label for popularopinion that does not follow leftist
prescriptionsand a shorthand of saying that 'the
people' do not know what is good for them" (Wolfinger 1971:1066).Althoughthey have admittedthe
existence especiallyof historicalcases of "falseconsciousness"where the "realinterests"of largegroups
of citizens were not articulated,the analysisof the
role of ideologiesand beliefsin the context of power
cannot be easily incorporatedinto the behavioral
approachto the study of power.25
The power resourceapproachinvites us to apply
the intentionalmode of explanationin analyzingthe
rationalconsiderations
of managersof powerresources,
which can leadthem to use indirectstrategiesinvolving attemptsto affectideologies,motivesand beliefs
of other actors. Because different types of power
resourcesare associatedwith differingcosts, rational
managersof power resourceshave strongincentives
to invest in the conversion of high-cost power
resourcesinto low-cost ones. Sincenormativepower
resources generally have the lowest costs, we can
expect much investment efforts to be directed to
the conversionof coercive and renumerativepower
resources into normative resources. To put it in
Weberian terms (Weber 1922, 1980:12), one can
saythat sucha conversionof powerresourceschanges
the basisand orientationof action from the rational
weighingof the relativeutilitiesof alternativecourses
of action (Zweckrationalitdt)
to the pursuitof an internalizedvalue(Wertrationalitdt),
an activitywhichlargely
constitutesits own reward.Attemptsto developand
to spread ideologies and to cultivatelegitimacycan
be regardedas conversiontechniquesfor decreasing
the costsof power.Contraryto Dahrendorf(1968:26),
the power resourceperspectiveindicatesthatamong
actors with conflicting interests, power has to be
understoodas anteriorto social norms.
It must be remembered,however, that the creation of ideologies serves similar purposes also in
broadly-basedcollective action. By definingrational
action narrowlyin terms of individualand material
benefits, economists have found it very difficultto
CONVERSION AND CONSCIOUSNESS
find rationalexplanationsto ubiquitousactions for
One of the classicalissuesin the debateon power a publicgood; e.g., voting and
joininga union. From
concerns the potential role of ideologies and pref- this starting-pointcollectiveactionfor a public
good
erencesas potentialmediatorsof power.Theseissues is seen as inhibitedbecauseof the "freerider"probare often considered under such labels as "false lem (Olson 1965). By creating internalizedvalues,
consciousness"and "real interests." In the inten- the developmentof ideologies in social movements
tional mode of explanationthis problememergesin can help to overcome the free-rider
problem and
collective action.
questions concerning the factors affecting motiva- form the bases for wertrational
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ANTICIPATEDREACTIONS

Friedrich (1963:203) noted that "the inclination
of all persons exposed to influence to anticipate the
reactions of him who has power to issue commands,
bestow benefits, offer advantages of all sorts, constitutes a general rule in politics." This well-known
"rule of anticipated reactions" draws attention to
large areas where power resources have consequences without being activated or exercised. The
focus on conflict and participation in decision-making in the behavioral tradition has tended to divert
attention away from anticipated reactions.26
The difficulties which the behavioral approach
creates for the recognition of consequences of power
which are not associated with the exercise of power
are illustrated by Nelson W. Polsby (1980) in his
discussion of Crenson's study of the potential role
of steel companies in inhibiting citizens' protests
against air pollution in middle-sized American cities
(Crenson 1971). On the same page where Polsby
argues that pluralists do not neglect anticipated reactions, he maintains that in the absence of evidence
that the steel company had activity suppressed community protests against air pollution, the lack of
such protests can be interpreted as reflecting a "genuine consensus" based on a conscious trade-off by
the citizens of air pollution against employment (Polsby
1980:217). Polsby does not appear to recognize the
possibility that this very trade-off could be a consequence of citizens' awareness of the power resources
of the steel company, which may be seen as able to
move its production without serious costs to communities where pollution is accepted.
Anticipated reactions are also difficult to incorporate in the neo-elitist approach, with its continued
focus on the exercise of power. While in the "threedimensional" approach anticipated reactions perhaps can be taken as examples of the "unconscious
or inactive" exercise of power, this way of conceptualizing the phenomenon becomes unnecessarily
awkward.
The power resource approach indicates that the
fostering of anticipated reactions can be seen as an
important strategy of investments to increase the
economical use of power resources. One area of
significance in this context is the credibility of threats
of punishment. If threats are effective, the costs
associated with the use of pressure resources can be
considerably decreased. Therefore, managers of power
resources have incentives to invest resources to
increase the credibility of threats; e.g., by the staging
and setting of examples and through attempts to
bind themselves to the carrying out the threats if
necessary.27 The idea of general deterrence in legal
thought is based on the strengthening of anticipated
reactions.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

While especially neo-classical economists typically define away differences in power resources

from their analyses of western democracies, the
behavioralparadigmstartedin the observationthat
in these societies "knowledge,wealth, social position, access to officials, and other resources are
unequallydistributed"(Dahl 1961:1) and askedthe
question who then actuallygoverns. The answer of
the pluralistswas that in spite of these seemingly
unfavorableinitialpositions,somethingapproximating a pluralistdemocracycan exist if resourcesare
spreadat leastto someextent.Theirargument"entails
not perfect equalityof resourcesand not that everyone or everygroup has some resourcesbut only that
politicalresourcesnot be monopolizedby one group
or closely held by a few" (Polsby 1980:195). The
conclusion was thus that the differencesin power
resourcespresentlyexistingin the western societies
did not have very significantconsequencesfor the
functioning of pluralist democracy. The pluralists
arrivedat this conclusionthroughthe provenmethods of causalanalysisandreliedon empiricalresearch
havinga high face validity.
If the pluralistsare guilty of rushing too hastily
to their conclusions, it is not as much a result of
sins of commission as of sins of omission.28 I can

agreewith the pluraliststhat in the western democracies,power resources,and especiallypoliticalpower
resources,are not literarilymonopolizedby any one
group,but areinsteadless unequallydistributedthan
in any other type of past or presentcomplex society.
Yet we must ask if the researchmethodologyrelied
upon in the behavioralapproach can adequately
account for the consequencesof the inequalitiesof
power resourcesstill remainingin these societies.
The conclusion of this paper is that the existing
inequalitiesin the distributionof power resources
in western democraciesare great enough to be of
crucialimportancefor the functioningof these societies. Furthermore,the differencesin the degree of
inequality in the distribution of power resources
between countries and between time periods provide a fruitful base for the understandingof variations among the western democracies.29
To be able
to appreciatethe consequencesof the distribution
of power resources,we must complementtraditional
causalanalysiswith the intentionalmode of explanation. In interdependentdecision-makingthe distribution of power resourcesamong rationalactors
is likely to be crucialfor their choice of strategies.
Since power resourcesprovide the sinequanon for
the consequencesof power, by startingthe analysis
from the perspectiveof power resourceswe are in
a strategicallygood position to chart the diverse
types of consequencesof power.
In combination with the intentional mode of
explanation,the power resourceapproachoutlined
here providesconceptualtools for incorporatinginto
the same theoreticalframeworknot only the direct
exercise of power resources focused upon in the
behavioral tradition, but also the more disguised
consequences of power which the critics of the
pluralistapproachhave tried to handle by inflating
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their majorexplanans-the concept of the exercise
of power. The power resourcesapproachenablesus
to see familiaraspectsof power in a partlynew light.
It explainswhy a focus on behaviorand conflictual
issues in the study of power is likely to introducea
systematic bias into the results in favor of the discovery of "pluralist"power structures.The widespreadoppositionof power to exchangehas not only
disguised the relationships between power and
exchange but has also been very importantfor the
current underestimationof the role of power; e.g.,
in marketrelationships.
Phenomena which the critics of the behavioral
approachhave labelled "the other face" of power,
and inactive or unconscioususes of power, can be
incorporatedinto the power resource approachas
indirect strategies for the rational deployment of
power resources.The intentionalmode of explanation indicates that because of the costs involved in
the exercise of power, thrifty managersof power
resourceshaverationalmotivesfor avoidingthe very
explanans central in the behavioraltradition;i.e.,
participationin non-routinedecision-makingrelated
to controversialissues.Powerresourcemanagersare
instead likely to develop indirect strategiesfor the
more efficientlong-runuse of their resources,strategies involvingthe investmentof power resources.
The intentionalmode of explanationmakes it possible to analyze the rational backgroundto such
investmentsand the less readilyvisibleconsequences
of power. Importantamong the differentforms the
investments of power resources may take are the
development of channels or organizationsfor the
mobilization of power resources, the creation of
institutions for decision-makingand conflict resolution, the conversion of high-cost resources into
low-cost ones and the fosteringof anticipatedreactions.
The power resource approachindicatesthat the
distributionof power resourcesbetween collectivities or classes and the changes in this distribution
are of crucialimportancefor societal processesand
for social change. In capitalistdemocraciescapital
and "humancapital"form the majortypes of basic
power resources.Becauseof differencesin the characteristics of their power resources, a fruitful
hypothesisis that in comparisonwith employersand
business interests, wage-earnersare generallyat a
disadvantagewith respect to power resources but
that, throughtheir capacityfor collectiveaction,the
extent of their disadvantagecan vary over time as
well as between countries. These hypotheses are
contraryto pluralistas well as to functionalistMarxian assumptions.
Likeseveralother concepts in the socialsciences,
the interpretationof the concept of power is closely
associatedwith the moraland politicalvaluesof the
social scientist. This connection has stimulatedan
interestingphilosophicaldebate on whether or not
power is an "essentiallycontested" concept (e.g.
Lukes 1979; Bloch et al. 1979; Smith 1980). In

practice, however, the study of power is severely
hampered also by the disciplinaryand intellectual
separationbetween scholarswho work with more
or less sharply opposed assumptionsabout power
and its distributionin the western nations.If judged
by their views and beliefsaboutpower, the different
communities of social scientists in the western
democraciesoften appearto be studyingand living
in disparate worlds. By its focus on empirically
observablepower resourcesand on the clarification
of strategies generated by rationalmotives to use
power resources efficiently, the power resource
approachcan provide an arenafor a fruitfuldebate
among social scientists and may contribute to the
narrowingof the area of disagreementover power.
A focus on the distributionof power resources
also invites and encouragesa comparativeapproach
in the empirical study of power. We may never
agreeon what the "real"interestsof people are, but
we can comparesimilarpersonsin situationswhere
their relative power resources differ significantly.
The empirical comparisonof the conditions, consciousness,and actionsof similarpersonsin differing
power resource contexts can provide fruitful avenues for furthering the study of power.
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supportedbythe SwedishDelegation
the Bankof SwedenTercentennial
Foundation
and the
GermanMarshallFundof the UnitedStates.I wish to
thankall those (includingan anonymousreferee)who
have providedvaluablecommentson the paperin its
differentincarnations.
1. As Frey(1971:1081)notes the labels"elitist"and
usedin the debatecarryheavyevaluative
"pluralist"
overtones.Mills'(1956) studyof ThePower
Eliteappears
to have influencedthe choice of labels.This is somewhat ironic since Mills' formaldefinitionof power is
quite pluralistand is phrasedin terms of participation
in decision-making(Mills 1963:23).
2. In Wirtschaft
und Gesellschaft,
Weber (1922, 1980:28)
defined power (Macht)in the following way: "Macht
bedeutet jede Chance,innerhalbeiner sozialenBeziehung den eigenen Willen auch(my italics)gegen Widerstrebendurchzusetzen,
gleichveilworaufdieseChance
beruht." Weber's definition of power does thus not
see manifestconflict in terms of the undoingof resistance as a necessary
conditionfor the exerciseof power.
The word auch(even) also appearsin Weber's similar
definition of power on p. 531 in the same book.
Wrong(1979:262)is thereforewrongin makingWeber
himself potentially responsible for the lack of this
word in translationsthat have been availablein English. This responsibility rests with the translators.
Since Weber definedpower in terms of the probability
of actors' realizingtheir will, his definition is a dispositionalratherthan a behavioralone. This becomes
clear in his comments (in which I substitutemy own
translationin place of Henderson'sand Parsons'erroneous one): "The concept of 'power' is sociologically
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in this typology, which also appearsto have a builtamorphous.All conceivablequalitiesof a man and all
conceivable constellations can put someone in the
in distinctionbetween pressureand rewardresources.
position to carryout his own will in a given situation." 12. Parsons(1967) has arguedthat in the politicalsphere,
(In this context it can be noted that Hendersonand
power is a mediumof exchangesimilarto what money
Parsons translate "amor'f as "highly comprehenis in the economic sphere. This parallelis, however,
not a fruitfulone.
sive.")
3. Through its stress on conflict in combination with
13. The term exploitation has also been used to characactual rather than potential exercise of power, also
terize "unfair"exchange relations, something which
assumesthat we can determinewhat is a fairexchange
Wolfinger's (1971:1079) statement that "power is a
relation. No such assumptions are involved in the
relationshipin which A gets B to do something that
B would not otherwise do" gives an indicationof how
presentuse of the term which is not intendedto cover
all the possible forms of exploitation. Some writers
power has tended to be viewed in this approach.
Definitions of power in similar terms also include
use the term exchange very broadly to also include
Lasswell and Kaplan 1950:75-6; Deutsch 1963:111;
the use of pressure resources (e.g. Lively 1975:12;
Blau 1964:117;Bierstedt1950;Kahn1964;and Polsby
Oppenheim 1978:596-7).
1980:4.
14. During the postwar period the dominanttraditionin
4. The behavioralperspectivewith a focus on the exerconflict analysishas seen manifest conflict primarily
cise of power was thus retained in the view that a
as a response to an increasinggap between expecta"non-decision"is "a decision that results in supprestions and actualachievements;i.e., increasingrelative
sion and thwarting of a latent or manifest challenge
deprivation(e.g. Davies 1962;Gurr 1970, for an alterto the values or interests of the decision miaker,"
native view, see Korpi 1974). From this perspective
while the tie to manifestconflict reappearedthrough
the associationof power and manifestconflict can be
the assumptionthat non-decisions can occur only in
interpreted to mean that when conflicts of interest
situationswhere grievances,conflicts,or power strugincrease in intensity, the likelihood increases that
gles are present (Bachrachand Baratz 1970:44, 46,
power will be used to settle such conflicts.The behavioral tradition in power analysisappearsto be prem49-50). Criticaltreatmentsof the behavioraltradition
include Barry, 1975 and Nagel, 1975. Alford and
ised on such an interpretation.
Friedland(1975) criticisealsothe "neo-elitist"approach 15. This approachindicates that the absence of manifest
in the study of power in ways which resembles the
conflict in a decision-makingprocess cannot be taken
criticism presented here.
as sufficientproof that all the concerned partieshave
5. By defining conflicts of interests in terms of "real"
an equal influence on it. Thus when Dahl (1961:75)
observes that there were no overt conflicts between
interests, Lukes "maintains that men's wants may
themselves be a product of a system which works
the longtime leader of the Democratic party in New
Haven and the Economic Notables in the city, nor
against their interests, and relates the latter to what
between the party leader and the factory hands, the
they would want and prefer, were they able to make
former observation is more telling than the latter,
a choice" (Lukes 1974:34). The associationof power
since those having great power resources are much
with "real"interests has generateda vivid debate(for
referencessee e.g. Benton 1981).
more likely than the factory hands to take action if
6. AlsoAlfordandFriedland(1975)andBenton(1981:174their interests are hurt.
178) argue for the study of power from the resource 16. For discussions of the role of power in economics
side rather than through its exercise. I have myself
Rotschild (1971) and Lindblom(1977) comparepolitics and markets without assuming perfect compedevelopedthis approach(Korpi 1974, 1978 and 1983).
7. It is important to note that not all factors of social
tition. In this context it should be noted that the
behavioralapproachdoes not assumeequallydistribcausationare power resources(cf e.g. Abell 1977).
uted power resources(cf. e.g. Dahl 1961:4-5).
8. Other discussions of the resource concept can be
found e.g. in Coleman 1971a and b and 1974, and 17. In his latertreatmentsof exchange,Homans(1974:88)
Clark 1975. As Lukes(1974:26-35) has observedthe
recognizes that the power distributionbetween the
actors affects the outcome of bargaining.See also
definitionof the interests of actors is of relevancefor
Emerson(1976:354-5) on exchangeratios.Oneexample
the conceptualizationof power. He excludes from the
of the effects of variationsin distributionof power
concept of power those relationswhere there are no
resources on the outcome of exchange is the covarconflicts of interest between actors. I am inclined to
iation long observed between changes in unemployinclude in the definition of power both situations
where conflicts of interest are present and situations
ment, a rough indicatorof the relativepower position
of sellers and buyers of labor power, and the rate of
where they are not. In the former case we can talk
about "vertical"power, in the latter case about "horchange of money wages; i.e., the Phillipscurve (Philizontal"power. The following discussionis limited to
lips 1957).
18. In arguingthat the genesis of power resources is to
"vertical"power.
be foundin imbalancedexchangerelations,Blau(1964)
9. The limitationof the concept of power to punishment
and Homans(1961, 1974) assumethat power derives
resources is not warranted (e.g. Baldwin 1971a:28;
from a unilateralprovisionof serviceswhich is matched
Barry 1975:92).
or balanced by approval,conformity, etc. This view
10. In analysesof power the term "mobilization"is used
has been criticized by Birnbaum(1975) and Lively
interchangiblyto refer to the processes whereby an
actor acquirescontrolover power resourcesand makes
(1975) on the grounds that it neglects the extent to
which social power derives from a position within a
them ready for use as well as for the actual use of
structureof distributionas well as the extent to which
power resources; i.e., the exercise of power. I have
here chosen to use it in its former meaning.
exchange is governed by rules imposed by the larger
11. Etzioni's classificationmust be seen as a preliminary
society. It appearsthat what Blauand Homansregard
as the genesis of power resources often is the estabone. It is not clear how informationis to be placed
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lishment of particularpower relationshipson the initiative of the weakeractors.The notion of "secondary
exchange"(Blau 1964:157-8) assumesthat powerful
actors abstain from using power resources to their
full advantagein exchange for the social approvalof
the weaker actors. Social approvalby weak actors,
however, is not a very efficient power resource and
must therefore be assumed to have only marginal
effects on exchange rates.
19. Alford and Friedland(1975) refer to the former as
"systemic power" and to the latter as "structural
power."
20. It must be noted, however, that classical Marxists,
includingpresumablyMarxhimselfas well as Gramsci,
andnumerous"neo-Marxist"
writers,havenot ascribed
to this functionalistview of the state (cf. e.g. Gough
1979; Hollowayand Picciotta 1978, andJessop 1982).
21. This perspectiveputs in a new light the programmatic
claim by scholarsin the behavioraltraditionto study
controversialissues of extraordinaryimportanceand
to avoid the routine varietiesof decision-making.The
critics of this tradition have often questioned the
choice of issues on the grounds that these scholars
may not have achieved their goal in the selection of
key issues. However, the goal itself, involving the
exclusion from attention of the institutionalizedand
routine forms of decision-making,has rarely been
criticised. Yet this goal itself involves a crucial limitation in the study of power.
22. Institutionalizationof decision-makingand conflict
regulation are not limited to the governmental or
public sector, which has been the focus of study in
the behavioraltradition.The labor market,collective
bargaining,industrialtechnology and physical planning are other examples of such investments.
23. In the 1970's this tension became evident, for example, in the confrontation between "keynesian"and
"monetarist"economic policies. The central issue in
this conflict is whether the citizens through the government can and should take responsibilityfor the
level of employment, crucial for their welfare, or if
the level of employment should be left to be an
outcome of market forces.
24. Writers in the behavioraltraditionof power analysis
have arguedthat ideologies and values are not power
resources on the grounds that we apparentlycannot
discoverany consensuson elite valuesor anyinternally
consistent, unidimensionalbody of beliefs in the population (e.g. Merelman 1968:453-4; Wolfinger
1971:1072-3). However, to have consequences for
social behavior the cultivation of values, ideologies
and legitimacyneed not meet with complete success.
As Mann (1970) has pointed out, the cohesion of
liberal democracy is not based on the normative
acceptanceby the great majorityof the populationof
the values of a "rulingclass." Instead,the compliance
of largesegmentsof the populationcan be basedmore
on a pragmaticacceptanceof specificroles and on the
absence of a shared ideology questioning the basic
working of their society (cf Abercrombieand Turner:
1978).
25. Dahl (1961:17) thus notes that in the 18th and 19th
centuries, the New Haven "elite seems to have possessed that most indispensibleof all characteristicsin
a dominant group-the sense, shared not only by
themselves but by the populace-that their claim to
govern was legitimate."Also other historicalexamples
of "false consciousness" and manipulationthrough

26.

27.
28.

29.

values, levels of aspirationand institutionalpractices;
e.g., the long period of acquiescenceby the blacksin
the AmericanSouth,arewidelyrecognized(Wolfinger
1971:1077).
Writers in the behaviouraltradition have not been
unawareof the role of anticipatedreactions.But, such
reactionsoften tend to entertheiranalysesin a reversed
version (reminding of the concept of "secondary
exchange") as "indirect influence," which makes
"electedleaderskeep the realor imaginedpreferences
of constituents constantly in mind in deciding what
policies to adopt or reject" (Dahl 1961:164;cf. also
Wolfinger 1971:1067-8). While Merelman(1968:455)
correctly points out that anticipatedreactionscan be
found amongthe strongeras well as amongthe weaker
actors, the power resource approach indicates that
the consequencesof anticipatedreactionswill depend
on the differencein power resourcesbetween actors
and tend to be greateramongthe weakerthan among
the strongeractors.
Cf. Schelling(1960, part I) for a discussionof techniques for makingthreats credible.
While a high standardcharacterizesempiricalresearch
in the behavioraltradition, in this context it can be
notedthatin the studyof communitypower,researchers
relying on the behavioralapproach have come out
with resultswhich predominantlyindicatethat power
is not hierarchiallydistributed,whereas those using
the "stratificationist"approach have found results
which are closer to 50-50 distribution between
"pyramidal"and "other"power distributions(Polsby
1980:146, 148). While these results can reflect a
number of different factors, such as choice of communities and reliabilityof researchmethods, there is
also the possibility that this may reflect a tendency
toward bias in researchmethodology.
For attempts to use differencesin the internaldistribution of power resources among OECD-countries
as explanatoryvariablesin explainingphenomenasuch
as patterns of industrial conflict, social policy and
welfare states, cf. Korpi 1983: chapters 8 and 9 and
Esping-Andersonand Korpi(in press).
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